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What was the most important event during the session?  Did anything change for you 

during the session? -If so describe it briefly.

Did you find the therapy 

helpful? Can you tell me more about that? Looking back now, what aspects were helpful?







therapeutic operations 

more reflection

better regulation of affects

-The therapist articulated what happens 

when I get angry. I understood that the feeling of hopelessness triggers anger and aggression, 

which I then turn towards others.  

Most of all, I’ve 

learned to know myself better…I experienced, in the dialogue -the therapist noted this as well- 

more reflection in a way. In me, all the time.



I was more angry (before)…Back then I would have just emptied my 

irritation and frustration at my son…instead of…letting the “head” think and say: Ok, how 

can we help you with this…have a conversation with him instead of just getting mad. 

relational aspects

therapeutic bond

less concern with evaluation from others

-

The therapist showing that she cares about me (was important). 

-I

have grown as a person by attending therapy and having an alliance that allowed me to be 



openly angry and confronting towards the therapist, without feeling nervous. I’ve grown 

through experiencing that it wasn’t dangerous to be so direct in my anger. Very important. I 

wouldn’t have dared this without the alliance. 

 - I’ve become better at telling people what I 

think, even when it’s negative…or talk back…I’ve always been afraid to hurt or offend people, 

or afraid of their reactions…I’m not so afraid of that anymore.

expectations challenged

new relational/emotional experiences



I dared to show the 

therapist sides of myself that I’m ashamed of…we continued the open form (which is a 

challenge for me, still I manage to maintain it with this therapist). 

 -I’ve 

experienced how good it feels to interact with someone else, on a more personal level...  

therapy have helped by giving me the experience of sharing…showing, expressing feelings 

and showing vulnerability.

-The most important part has been daring to present 

more of myself…let people in and being more open…that has borne fruits.

accepting “reality”



Acknowledging…that some things don’t get better. Some things actually break, and then you 

have to heal according to that. This removes tension and somehow enables living in the 

moment/situation.

 - I’m feeling less guilty about not doing 

enough. The therapist helped me realize that my (somatically ill) mother has lived a lot longer 

than me, and that I have my own life as well…I have gotten more used to her being the way 

she is… 

-I was thinking “if I just do enough, everything will work out”. The therapist 

helped me understand that…I can’t make that situation so much…I can’t cure her illness. 



-Sometimes I have bad episodes, where I feel worse again.  Earlier I would 

have felt that the world was going under, and that I could dig myself all the way down. I can 

still have that feeling and struggle, but (now) I manage to move on a little more. I still think 

it’s hard sometimes, but I challenge myself.

-Now I feel that I…still struggle with the same. Eh, it feels like maybe I always 

will, in a way.  

relational aspects

therapeutic operations inclusion of positive 

material catharsis

more positive affect

- (Its been important) to stay on track… to keep focusing on 



what’s positive…

 Inspired by a movie I saw, I started writing a 

«positive book». When I go to bed, I think through what have been positive during the day. At 

first it was hard to fill it up, now it’s easy. 

I thought I 

was able to handle things (by ruminating less and thinking more positive), but I see now that 

I’m not. Because the same pattern persists…I am very good at sabotaging myself…I have an 

insecurity inside me…in certain situations (when relating with boys) I get desperate and do 

stupid things…panicking, trying to find out things…doing stupid stuff…then boys think I’m 

coco, and I get even more desperate. 



ways of thinking reflection

related individuation
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